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Dear Carol,

There is one aspect of my testimony to the Senate Wind Turbine Select Committee which I
 should like to confirm.    I had referred to graphical data presented by NASA in 1982 which
 indicated that people could experience adverse effects from infrasound at levels well below the
 nominal threshold of hearing.

In 2012 I had given a presentation at a conference on Low Frequency Sound and Infrasound,
 organised by Geoff Leventhall, at Stratford-on-Avon in the UK.   In this presentation, I had shown
 a graph reported by NASA some 30 years earlier, relating to levels of infrasound that had
 apparently given rise to adverse effects inside dwellings.

I enclose the corresponding slide showing this graph, as a .JPG  image.

The slide makes clear that people had reported adverse effects at infrasound levels well below
 the conventionally defined hearing threshold.    Superposed on the NASA graph is a set of octave
 data presented as a separate red curve.     These red octave levels corresponded to infrasound
 levels which I had obtained from a house within a windfarm, and which I had used for my own
 analyses relating to the perception of infrasound at levels well below the nominal threshold of
 hearing.

I believe that clear evidence from over 30 years ago, coupled with modern analysis procedures
 using time-domain techniques,  indicates that the process of  comparing infrasound levels with
 the threshold of hearing obtained simply by testing with pure tones, is not an adequate
 criterion.      Moreover, there is no doubt that we do not yet fully understand the mechanisms
 by which people can be adversely affected.   Consequently, it is completely inappropriate to
 dismiss the genuine complaints of people who have to endure the adverse effects associated
 with living close to, or even within, modern windfarms.

                                                                                       Best Regards,

                                                                                                   Malcolm Swinbanks 
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